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Prize Rules
£25 in book tokens for the
first three correct solutions
opened. Solutions postmarked
no later than Saturday to
AZED No. 2,212, The Observer,
90 York Way, London N1 9GU
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Quotation: ‘Pale amber sunlight falls across/
The reddening October trees.’ (Ernest
Dowson, ‘Autumnal’)
Across 1, peppermint; n I’m in tree (all rev.);
6, flat cap; fl. TCP; 11, denticulate; anag.; 12,
limeades; I m in lads; 13, mimbar; mim + b(a)r(d);
14, premieres; anag. + ER E in is; 17, bubble sort;
anag.; 18, retailer; tail in RR; 21, purser; pus + E;
23, Essene; hidden; 24, undrawn; n Dr awn; 25,
negative; e.g. + Evita (rev.); 29, calenture; anag.
in cure; 31, Hadith; had + Th.; 32, disedge; anag.;
33, heteroconts; con in anag.; 34, retral; r in
real2; 35, feng shui; u in anag.
Down 1, earlap; anag. less ay; 2, levirate; I’ve
(rev.) + rate; 3, mealie; ME a i.e.; 4, indexless;
ex. in anag.; 5, time loan; ti + melon; 7, Lucius;
I for a in luaus; 8, tambouras; ambo u in sat
(rev.); 10, persistent; rite in pent; 15, screecher;
‘creature’; 16, Santander; i.e. san and er = saner;
19, revanche; EV in rance; 20, reddening; DD
n in ring; ref. ‘blushing bride’; 22, sword-cut;
D in crows (rev.) + U; 26, greater; e in gate; 27,
etcetera; ct in art (rev.); 28, detests; St (rev.) in
DTs; 30, seseli; I lee (rev.).
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Name

34 Part of phage’s development? This one may be rendered as
e.g. yes/no only (8)

Address

Down

Postcode

across

1 How disgusting, cheese sandwiches – what players’ll get
through quickly (8)
11 Air after old air trilled – they’re primitive in the main (10)
12 Egg going off? See bit left (5)
13 Sign most circumspect should shed weight externally (5)
14 Drum providing most of rhythm accompanying Parisian
dance (6)
15 Comeback achieved when hare meets tortoise? (6)
16 Exhibition’s opening section arranged period of Italian art (8)
17 Sour, me? Only when out of sorts (6)
19 Salad plant local girl removed from Trojan mountain? (5)
22 What’s that about prisoner returning in Arden? (5)
24 Decorative inlay – mass taken from Asian land formerly by
sailor (6)
26 Right leg trapped in train? That sounds very sad (8)
29 Wing tips famous for a sort of sheen? (6)
30 Describing workhouse helpings, young Oliver maybe took
initiative? (6)
31 I’ll appear in No. 1 suit, as before (5)
32 Fix pipes etc made of lead round Scottish chimney (5)
33 Sun idly, end of meal over, without a care (10)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Batch of terrific tiles, or descriptive thereof? (7)
One has to admit former match revolting (7)
Clot using recipe that slices seed pod the French avoided (5)
Rob crinkly going after inexpert banker (6)
‘Fiddlesticks!’ I yell wildly in middle of telly passage (12)
Assist court somehow with little latitude in cheapest seats?
(12, 2 words)
7 Soak newspaper up in a flash? (6)
8 Plough’s components I brought into the market-place with
spades (7)
9 Supporter tense, formerly lively (in happier times) (5)
10 Top club boat’s bumped (5)
18 Marshy Scottish waterway penetrated by steamer (7)
20 We’re allowed occasional solos – pity when township’s
involved (7)
21 Band rocking in saucy stuff? He’ll be happy (7)
23 Courtesy? Neglect replaces it in e.g. London (6)
25 Impoverished descendant of settlers, one that altered given
lift (6)
26 Monkey in Church coach? (5)
27 None in the wars died erect (5, 2 words)
28 Dodge upcoming timetable missing school (5)

The Chambers Dictionary (2011) is recommended.

